
eyeball
[ʹaıbɔ:l] n анат.

глазное яблоко

♢ to the eyeballs - разг. по горло (о занятости и т. п. ); под завязку

mortgaged to the eyeballs - заложен и перезаложен
eyeball to eyeball - а) лицом к лицу; смотря друг другу в глаза; б) полит. прямая конфронтация(государств ); острый кризис в
отношениях

Apresyan (En-Ru)

eyeball
eye·ball [eyeball eyeballs eyeballed eyeballing ] noun, verbBrE [ˈaɪbɔ l]

NAmE [ˈaɪbɔ l]

noun
the whole of the eye, including the part inside the head that cannot be seen

more at be drugged up to the eyeballs at ↑drug v .

Idioms: ↑eyeball to eyeball ▪ ↑up to your eyeballs in something

verb~ sb/sth (informal)
to look at sb/sth in a way that is very direct and not always polite or friendly

• They eyeballed each other across the room.
Verb forms:

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

eyeball
I. eye ball 1 /ˈaɪbɔ l$ -bɒ l/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

1.the round ball that forms the whole of your eye, including the part inside your head
2.eyeball to eyeball if two people are eyeball to eyeball, they are directly facing each other, especially in an angry or threatening
way
3.up to the/your eyeballs in something informal if someone is up to their eyeballs in something, they havemore than they can
deal with:

She’s up to her eyeballs in debt.
4.drugged/doped up to the eyeballs if someone is drugged up to the eyeballs, they have taken a lot of drugs so that their
behaviouris severely affected

II. eyeball 2 BrE AmE verb [transitive]
informal to look directly and closely at something or someone:

They eyeballed each other suspiciously.
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